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let’s talk about text


in many ways, text sucks.


voice, video have much higher 
throughput, and include non verbal cues.
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it’s asynchronous.
it’s cheaper cognitively.
it’s automatically archived, 
searchable. 
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let’s talk about text


and yet, text messaging is ubiquitous.


even when there’s an app for that.


apps require learning their ways.
they fall short on expressiveness.


so text is here to stay.
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bots have been around


a long lineage.


Alice and chatbots of questionable 
Turing worthiness. 


Aadvark.
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a higher bar


significant built-in expectations.


retained state, context.
leverage sensors, augmenting typing.
integrations with other services.
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why now


siri paved the way.
online and offline are blending.
on-demand reaches every corner.
data, information are exploding.
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why now


we’re busier than ever,
so we seek to get more done, faster,
to compete on knowledge,
without drowning in too much noise.


there is much fabric to leverage,
and even simple scenarios are complex.







a new crop


many services are just now debuting,
with messaging-centric interfaces. 
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two current schools will blend:
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a new crop


two current schools will blend:
human-powered services:


Operator, retail over text.
Assist, feel like a local.
Magic, get anything done.
Go Butler.
Cloe, dining and nightlife.
Fountain, instant advice from an expert.
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a new crop


two current schools will blend:
bots, point-solution services:


Digit, save money painlessly.
Lark, stay healthy.
Luka, dining about town.
Fantastical, calendaring.
x.ai, schedule meetings.


and there’s even alfred.
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where to next?


specialized to generalist agents. 
the arms race is on.
viv.


“get me a ticket on the cheapest flight 
 to paris that leaves tomorrow and
 returns next weekend”.


“i’d like to pick up some cheap wine
 that pairs well with lasagna on the way
 to my brother’s house”  
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building blocks


no tolerance for error,
for lack of common sense.


“looking for a restaurant in the 
mission” shouldn’t yield a place on 
Mission at 2nd.


Routing me through IAD from San 
Francisco when headed to Seattle rarely 
makes sense.
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hybrid approach, crowd-powered, chorus.
constrained input.
multiple controlled options.
refining, adaptive questionnaires.
specialized knowledge.







building blocks


magical often means great misdirection.


instant feedback.
long, short term context.
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tools.


belief, desire, intention.


bdi models intentional systems,
whose behavior is predicted
by attributing belief, desire, and
rational acumen, 


weighing conflicting considerations.







building blocks


tools.


belief, desire, intention.


bdi systems break down reasoning into:


deliberation, what, 
means-to-ends reasoning, how.







building blocks


tools.


belief, desire, intention.


complexity managed through modularity:


plans are goal -> sub-plans trees


a goal succeeds if one of its plans 
succeeds; a plan succeeds if all its 
steps succeed.







building blocks


tools.


belief, desire, intention.


bdi agents for scala:
actor model particularly well suited
for a purely reactive agent framework.


(AgScala)







building blocks


tools.


libraries.


stanford nlp
factorie
datumbox
deeplearning
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